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Abstract 
Fliess, M., Invertibility of causal discrete time dynamical systems, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 86 (1993) 173-179. 
We show that a causal discrete time dynamical system, which is represented by a difference 
equation, can be written as x(t) = F(x(t - l)), where the Jacobian matrix aF/ax is non-singular. 
This invertibility or reversibility property, which is the analogue of the one-parameter group 
associated with a dynamical system represented by an ordinary differential equation, is 
obtained via techniques resulting from difference algebra. 
Introduction 
As we all know, a flow, or a one-parameter group, is associated with any 
dynamical system corresponding to an ordinary differential equation dxldt = 
Q(x), where @ is a smooth vector field on a smooth manifold. This most 
important property has often been interpreted as being equivalent to determinism 
(see, e.g., [l]). It means that from the knowledge of x at a given moment, the 
‘past’ and the ‘future’ of x can be deduced. On the other hand, nothing of that 
kind seems to be known for discrete time dynamical systems which are repre- 
sented by difference equations. Discrete dynamics most often are defined in 
literature in such a way (i.e., by diffeomorphisms) that they do verify an 
analogous property’. We nevertheless feel that this problem deserves a more 
thorough examination. 
We show here that a discrete dynamical system, which is causal (see 1.8 for a 
precise definition), does, indeed, possess an invertibility or reversibility property: 
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’ See [7] for a related discussion concerning control systems. 
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It can be represented by a difference equation x(t) = F(x(t - 1)) where the 
Jacobian matrix aF/ax is non-singular. In order to so, we are making use of 
difference algebra, which, like differential algebra, was created between the two 
World Wars by Ritt (see, e.g., [lo, 111). A n excellent account of it is given in 
R.M. Cohn’s book [3], to which we will refer for all the details. Recall that we 
already introduced this part of mathematics in a paper [5], devoted to control 
theory, which is at the origin of the present work. We will end with a brief 
discussion, via elementary module theory, of causal linear dynamical systems: we 
will prove that such a system can be represented by x(t) = Px(t - l), where P is a 
square invertible matrix. 
1. Causal discrete time dynamics 
1.1. A dijyerence field k is a commutative field equipped with a monomorphism 
6 : k+ k, called a transformation, which therefore satisfies the following rules 
Va,bEk, S(a + b) = Sa + Sb , 
S(ab) = Sa . Sb , 
Sa=O @ a=O. 
In the context of dynamical systems, 6 should be interpreted as a backward shift 
of one time unit. 
1.2. A constant is an element a E k, such that Sa = a. A field of constants only 
contains constant elements. 
1.3. The inversive closure k* of k is a difference overfield of k such that, for any 
a E k*, 
- S -‘a is defined and belongs to k”, 
- S’a belongs to k for r 2 0, big enough. 
It can be shown that k* is unique up to isomorphism. The field k is said to be 
inversive if, and only if, k” = k. Fields of constants are obviously inversive. 
1.4. A difference field extension K/k is a commutative field extension, where K 
and k are difference fields, such that the transformation of k is the restriction to k 
of the transformation of K. By a slight abuse of notation, we denote both 
transformations by 6. 
1.5. Klk is said to be transformally algebraic if, and only if, any element 5 E K is 
transformally algebraic over k, i.e., satisfies an algebraic difference equation over 
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k. Such an equation is described by P( 5, SC,. . . , S”t) = 0, where P is a polyno- 
mial over k. 
1.6. The order (resp. effective order) of Klk is the transcendence degree of Klk 
(resp. K* lk*). It is easy to verify that the effective order is less than, or equal to, 
the order. 
1.7. For a finitely generated difference extension K/k, the next two conditions 
are equivalent: 
- K/k is transformally algebraic, 
_ the order of Klk is finite. 
1.8. Let k be a given difference ground field. A k-dynamics” is a finitely 
generated transformally algebraic difference extension K/k. It is said to be trivial 
if, and only if, K/k is (non-transformally) algebraic. The dynamics K/k is said to 
be causal, or non-anticipative, if and only if, the order and the effective order of 
K/k are equal. A trivial dynamics is always causal. 
1.9. When k is inversive, the order and the effective order of K/k are always 
equal and, therefore, a k-dynamics is always causal. More generally, when k is 
not inversive, we borrow from [5] the following intuitive understanding of 
causality: the difference between the order and the effective order is the number 
of ‘future’ coefficients which have to be known in order to ‘calculate’ a solution of 
a system of difference equations represented by Klk. 
2. The fundamental theorems 
2.1. Theorem. A k-dynamics Klk is causal if, and only if, any transcendence basis 
of Klk is also a transcendence basis of K*lk*. 
Proof. The result is trivial when the order of K/k is zero. We therefore assume 
that this order, which, according to 1.7, is finite, is equal to n 2 1. If any 
transcendence basis of Klk is also a transcendence basis of K* lk*, then the order 
and the effective order are equal. For the converse, take a transcendence basis 
5 = (5,). . . , 6,) of K/k which is assumed to be causal. For any a E K, 6 -‘a is 
k*-algebraically dependent on a, 6a,. . . , 6”a for CY 2 0 big enough. Since a, 
6a,. . . ,??“a are k*-algebraically dependent on the components of 5, it follows 
that 6 -‘a is also k*-algebraically dependent on 5. A simple induction shows that 
the same conclusion holds for any 6 PO a, p 2 0, and, from the definition of the 
inversive closure in 1.3, for any element in K* too. It implies that [ contains a 
’ This is a discrete time analogue of our definition of dynamics via differential fields [4,6] 
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transcendence basis of K” lk*. The equality between the order and the effective 
order shows that .$ is a transcendence basis of K” lk*. Cl 
2.2. Theorem. A k-dynamics Kik is causal if, and only if, S.$’ = (St,, . . , St,,) is a 
transcendence basis of Kik when 5 = (5,). . , t,,) is a transcendence basis of Klk. 
When .$ is a transcendence basis of a causal dynamics Klk, this is also the case of 
S”l$ = (s”l$,) . . . , Sat”) for any (Y 20. 
Proof. (i) Once the first assertion is proved, the second is trivial. 
(ii) Assume that K/k is causal. If 5 is a transcendence basis of K/k, but not St, 
then the components of St are k-algebraically dependent. This would imply that 
the components of 5 and k*-algebraically dependent and therefore that 5 is not a 
transcendence basis of K*/k*. This is in contradiction with Theorem 2.1. Assume 
now, that St is a transcendence basis of Kik, but not 5. The k-algebraic 
dependence of the components of 5 would imply the same dependence for the 
components of St, which is impossible. 
(iii) Assume that 5, 86 and, therefore, S”e for a 2 0, are transcendence bases 
of Klk. If K/k would not be causal, then 5 would not be a transcendence basis of 
K” lk*. The k*-algebraic dependence of the components of 5 would then imply 
the k-algebraic dependence of the components of S”[ for LY 2 0 big enough, which 
is a contradiction. 0 
3. Invertibility 
3.1. Take a transcendence basis x = (x, , . . . , x,) of the causal k-dynamics Klk of 
order n. According to Theorem 2.3, the components of x are k-algebraically 
dependent on 6x. This yields 
where A,, . . , A,, are polynomials over k. Notice that these difference equations 
are, in general, implicit with respect to x. This fact, which is also verified in the 
differential algebraic approach to differential equations, is confirmed by many 
realistic case studies (see [6-S] and the references therein). 
3.2. A k-dynamics Klk is said to be of characteristic zero if, and only if, the fields 
are of characteristic zero. The following theorem is the main result of this paper: 
Theorem. If the causal k-dynamics Klk is of characteristic zero, the Jacobian 
matrix 
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( 1 
3 
&3x, r.j=l,...,n 
is non-singular. 
Proof. Consider the K-vector space a,,, of the (Kahler) differentials of the 
extension K/k (see, e.g., [9]). Denote by d : K+ flnKlk, a* da, the mapping 
which assigns to any element in K its differential in .R,,,. Then, (C) yields 
$dxi+,$,[~)d6xj=0 (i=l,..., n). 
I I 
As x and 6x are transcendence bases of K/k, it follows that (dx,, . . . , dx,) and 
(dax,, . . . , d6x,) are both bases of the K-vector space OnKik [9]. This implies that 
the Jacobian matrix (tIA,lt@~,)~, is non-singular. 0 
3.3. Remark. This algebraic reasoning is independent of any ‘numerical values’ of 
the variables. It means that when specializing [3] those variables, it may happen 
that the preceding Jacobian matrix becomes singular. This is shown by the 
example x = (6x)*, where n = 1. The Jacobian matrix is 26x, which is singular for 
6x = 0. 
3.4. Remark. Theorem 3.2 might fail when the fields are of non-zero characteris- 
tics. In the example x = (SX)~, over a field of characteristic p # 0, the Jacobian 
matrix is identically zero. A ‘weak’ invertibility or reversibility property is, 
nevertheless, preserved in the sense that 6x is k-algebraically dependent on x. 
4. Linear dynamical systems 
4.1. We now restrict ourselves to a linear dynamical system which is represented 
by a vector-valued linear difference equation 
(A) (:I) = A [;;;j. 
A is a N x N matrix over a difference field k, which, for simplicity’s sake, is 
assumed to be inversive. 
4.2. Denote by k[6] the set of linear difference operators of the form 
c a,6” (a, E 
finltc 
k) . 
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k[6] is a ring which, in general, is non-commutative. It is commutative if, and 
only if, k is a field of constants. But, even in the general situation, k[6] is a 
principle ideal ring (see, e.g., [2]). Denote by M the left k[6]-module spanned by 
A I,“‘, h,V. This finitely generated module, which is torsion, leads to the follow- 
ing abstract definition: A linear k-dynamics is a finitely generated torsion left 
k[6]-module M, such that 6 : M+ M is injective and hence bijective. Notice that 
this injectivity is in accordance with the axioms of difference algebra given in 1.1. 
This condition excludes degenerate difference equations like 6x = 0. 
4.3. Remark. Linear dynamics can be related to the general framework of 
Sections l-3 via difference ideals associated with linear difference equations [3]. 
4.4. A finitely generated left k[6]-module is torsion if, and only if, it is finite- 
dimensional when considered as a k-vector space (this is the linear analogue of 
1.7). Take a corresponding basis n = (x,, , x,,), 0 5 n 5 N, of M. The same 
proof as in Theorem 2.2 shows that 6x = (6x,, . ,6x,) is again a basis of M. AS 
A,,.‘., A, are k-linearly dependent on x, (A) reduces to 
where P is an invertible matrix over k. 
4.5. Example. In 
where A, = aA,, M is equal to the module spanned by A,. Set x = A,. It yields the 
one-dimensional invertible difference equation x = -6x. 
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